G A R PA
Garden and Park
Furniture
For more than 40 years now Garpa has been designing timelessly
beautiful furniture in high-quality, enduring materials for the
garden, terrace, and interior. The company, founded in 1979 by Heinz
Holert, was the first to introduce superior-quality teak furniture for
outdoor use to Germany. This was followed soon afterwards by
Garpa’s own innovations such as the series Fontenay, Bolero or Pan,
which are today considered classics. Chairs, benches, tables,
loungers and steamer chairs, parasols and accessories, are all part of
the extensive collection. The products are distributed through the
catalogue and the Internet by direct dispatch.
Besides the original teak wood, Garpa has continually extended its
purview to encompass new materials. Since the introduction of
aluminium and stainless steel, high-quality synthetic weave has
become a valuable addition in the utilisation of materials which are
a match for the particular demands of outdoor living. Our current
collection is determined by individual innovations, realised in close
cooperation with highly specialised designers and technicians and
consequently, distinguished by a unique quality standard.
The comprehensive catalogue is a guide through the diverse
style worlds of the Garpa collection and presents not only elegant
outdoor living arrangements, but also an exclusive selection for
indoors. It introduces seating and reclining furniture as well as a
whole variety of accessories for the garden, terrace, and living areas,
whether in the city or for country houses and holiday hideaways;
in fact, everywhere one seeks privacy and relaxation.
Garpa delivers directly and at no charge to your home address –
within Germany, to Austria, Switzerland, Great Britain, and to
the holiday areas around the Mediterranean. In addition to the
detailed catalogue and telephone customer service, there is always
the opportunity for a personal consultation and for trying out
furniture in the six permanent showrooms in Germany, as well as
at branches in Santa Ponsa (Mallorca), Vienna and Zurich. Furthermore, Garpa has a sales office in Lewes near London.
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